The starting point of this paper is the following question: Is there a universal constant K such that ff e, /<x, a, ay y) ldxdy<----K(ff] a,/(., y)a., dxdy + ff av (. , ay, y) 
Theorem 1. Let B, D 1 ..... DL be a set o/ linearly independent linear homogeneous di[[erential operators in n variables o/degree m. For any K >0 there is an / vanishing outside the unit cube and c ~ in the whole n space such that f ]B /I > K and f]Ddl<l, t<_i~L.
The first question is mitural since the answer is yes if the L 1 norm is replaced by the Lp norm for t < p < oo and since this kind of inequality has proved useful in studying differential equations. The question for the L1 norm was originally raised by HENRI MOREL, who showed that a negative answer would give a distribution, T, which is not a measure but whose first order derivatives are of order 1, thus providing a counter-example to a question raised by LAURENT SCHWARTZ in his Theory of Distributions. This could be done by constructing an / such that The paper will be divided into two parts. In the first part we shall give the example for ],z, ]yy,/xy. This is simpler than the general theorem and already contains some of the ideas used in the general theorem. Part 2 contains a proof of Theorem 1 and can be read independently of Part t. Reading Part t, however, should help motivate Part 2 and make it easier to read 9 Part 1
In this part we shall construct for any l< t a function gt (x, y) which is c ~176 and vanishes outside of the square --t ~ x < t, --t < y < t, and such that > t ff o.g,,;, ,>la x ay = -r (ff ,, + o.g,,. ,o, ax dy)
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We shall first introduce some notations. By "g" we will mean g (x, y). All functions considered will vanish outside the square --t =< x< t, --t <: y~ t. (x, y). ~.(x, y) smoothed out for some (large) n will be gz" p,,(x, y) will have the following properties:
(a) The y-axis between --1 and I is partitioned into K. non-overlapping intervals Ji---ai~ y~ ai+ t. The x-axis between --1 and l is similarly partitioned into intervals L i = b i <= x ~ bi+ 1. p~, is defined and constant on each open rectangle bi< x< bi+l, ai< y< ai+l and is not defined on the boundary.
(b) p, (x, y) -----0 outside the square --t --< x ~ t, --1 < y < t.
T is a constant independent of n. (It depends on l.) We have thus defined P,+I, and we have to check that it satisfies properties (a)--(h). The only ones that are not obvious are (d) and (e). These we shall now show to be satisfied if ~ is small enough (r 1 and r 2 were picked exactly to make (g) [and therefore (f)] true, independently of ~).
First notice the following: (1) and (2) and the fact that limof f I'll =0 imply, for ~ small enough, and since the right side of (5) summed over all i does not depend on n.
We must now make p. differentiable. We first redefine p., call it ~b., on a small vertical strip around each line x = b~ in such a way that (d) and (f) .remair~ true, and ~. (x, Y0) is a differentiable function of x for all Y0 =t = a~.
We' next redefine ~b. (call it ~.) on a small horizontal strip about each line y = ai so that (d), (e) and (f) remain true and ~. is differentiable.
Part 2
In this part we shall prove Theorem t. First, however,.we make some motivating remarkS.
]~t will be-clear from what follows, since the construction that we shall perform can be carried out in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of any point, that the coefficients of B and D~ can be assumed constant.
It is then easy to find a polynomial / such that Bf=t and Di]---O for all points in n space. We can make ] zero outside of the unit cube, and the proof consists of rounding off the discontinuity at the boundary of the cube without disturbing too much the inequality we want. We round off one face at a time.
(In the process we add some planes of discontinuity, so that actually we get rid of discontinuities on many (n --t )-dimensional planes perpendicular to a fixed coordinate axis, and we do this for one coordinate axis at a time.) Getting rid of the discontinuities on n--1 planes perpendicular to a fixed axis, x,, also is done in stages. We first make / continuous on these planes, then make all partial derivatives involving only one differentiation in the direction x, continuous, then all partial derivatives involving two d~fferentiations in the x, direction. (To be a little more precise, we do this process on each closed cube into which the unit cube is divided by the (n--1)-dimensional planes of discontinuity'in directions not yet fixed up and different from r. / need not match on these boundaries.) This is the content of Lemma 2; i.e., we can add one degree of differentiability in the r direction. In doing this we must maintain our inequality (condition (4) of Lemma 2), and this can be done if certain partial derivatives of degree m--t have small variation (compared to J [B/[) in the r :direction (condition (5) of Lemma 2). In Lemma I we modify / to make this variation small. Lemma t makes the variation small for one operator at a time, and we must therefore use Lemma t many times before we can use Lemma 2. It is the construction in Lemma t that is very similar to th~ construction in Part f of this paper. In Part I the construction was the end resuit; here we use it for technical assistance.
The idea that we carry over from Part 1 is roughly this: 
IB/I
(a condition similar to (d)), and some inequality involving the variation of CJ in the r direction and f ]B/] (similar to (e)) holds. Then we can modify / by adding small copies of ] around the planes of discontinuity so that the variation Of E there is an ~ satisfying (t) ; (2) with more p~ but the same number of directions, r; (3) with the same r and s, but more p~; (4) with more p~, and (5) with more p~ and larger M and the set S enlarged by E (i.e., we can enlarge S by E without disturbing things too much.) Before proceding to the proof of Lemma t note that in this argument r, s, m and n are constant integers, i, ?', k variable integers, ['s are functions, p's and g's are hyperplanes and the a's are thickened hyperplanes.
Proof of Lemma 1. [We are going to describe a process which will have to be repeated many times. Hence for the sake of clarity we assume that we have two functions / and 0[ satisfying the conditions of Lemma t. 0f may have different hyperplanes of discontinuity oPt, but the number of directions, r, and the degree of discontinuity s on planes perpendicular to x, will be the same. Also the set S will be the same for / and o/.] Planes will mean planes (or hyperplanes) of dimension n--t.
We also pick our o[ in such a way that the sum of the jump discontinuities of E along any line in the x, direction will add up to O. If 0[ does n6t a!ready have this property (which we shall refer, to as (6) 
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Note that ],,,-e(x,)s.
Step 2. Divide each a i into disjoint cubes Ci,,; the length of an edge will be 7. Let y,,i be the center of C~, i. Let (m--t = degree of E).
We now demonstrate some properties of 7. Conditions (2) (.~. K,,j[o[Li(~x) 
To finish the proof we first apply Step t and Step 2 to the pair ]=d. We then apply Steps t and 2 to the pair ], d instead of/, d, getting a new function/. We now apply Steps I and 2 to/, d, etc. Eventually we shall get an/, which we call ~ Let us check the properties of ]. Conditions (2) and (3) of the lemma are easy to verify with the aid" of (c). (4) is satisfied because of (i) and the fact that it. [where the summation is taken over all planes of discontinuity perpendicular to x, of f and f respectively]. (h) and (e) imply that each time we repeat Steps t and 2 we add a fixed amount to f I B]I. This shows that if we repeat t and 2 long enough will have (5) satisfied for E also.
To make ] satisfy t we note that if each y was small enough, ] and all partial derivatives up to order m can be made arbitrarily small on any fixed cube containing the unit cube. We could therefore modify f to be 0 outside this fixed cube containing the unit cube (just multiply by a fixed coo function that is t on the unit cube and 0 outside the other cube). We now have a new ] that satisfies our lemma. [, and A I, where A 
is an dementary operator not involving x,, is continuous on the closed sets into which the unit cube is divided by p~(t < ~<r--t).]
Proof of Lemma 2. About each p; pick a strip a~ of width }, (the bounding planes of these strips will be the ~,~). Along each line l [l d~ p}] parallel to x, 0,f redefine 0-ff(~-,)* on lc~a~ to be linear on aic~l and continuous on the whole line and --1
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We now show that ] has the properties that we want. (i) and (e) imply that [ satisfies condition (4). (2) is the same as (d) ~and (3) is clearly satisfied with =<s instead of <s. Because of (e)/can be easily modified 'to satisfy (1) as at the end of the first lemma.
Proof of the Theorem. Let ]0 be a polynomial such that B/o(x ) ~t and DJo(X) =0 for all x and t<_i~L. Let /1=/0 Orl a closed cube I' interior to the unit cube and/1----0 on the exterior of I'. ]1 satisfies the conditions of Lemma t with r = n, s-~ 0 and S empty. We apply Lemma t to/1 several times, each time increasing S by one until S Contains all elementary operators of degree m--t not involving x,,. Call this function/2. /~ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 with r -----n, s = 0. Applying Lemma 2 to/2 gives us ]2 which again satisfies Lemma t with r = n and s = t and S empty. Repeated application of Lemma I will fill S, giving us /a-Lemma 2 applied to/3 gives us/a, which satisfies the condition of Lemma t with r= n, s = 2. Repeating this process m times, we get a function/1 such that for all elementary operators A involving ~ m x,'s A # is defined and continuous on the closed sets into which the unit cube is divided by the p~.4 (t~j~n--t).
Repeated application of the process of Lemma 2 will give ]]
A which is coo on these sets. Also fl Di t I [ < e 1 ~ i--< L.
tB31
We can now apply Lemma t to/1 (r = n--l, s = 0). After repeated application Lemma 2 applies, etc. At the end of all this we get a function ]2 which is c ~ ( Received May 5, 1962) Stanford University California
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